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ABSTRACT

Experiences using a commercial venturi to measure single phase helium flow near 4 K (degree Kelvin) for
cooling superconducting magnets have been presented. The mass flow rate was calculated from the
differential pressure and the helium density evaluated from measured pressure and temperature. The
venturi flow meter, with a full range of 290 g/s (0.29 Kg/s) at design conditions, has been found to be
reliable and accurate. The flow measurements have been used, with great success, for evaluating the
performance of a cold centrifugal compressor, the thermal acoustic heat load of a cryogenic system and the
cooling of a superconducting magnet after quench.

INTRODUCTION

The MAGCOOL-Subcooler cryogenic system at Brookhaven National Laboratory has been constructed for
testing superconducting magnets with forced flow cooling configurations. A circulating compressor is
installed for closed loop circulation of 100 g/s single phase helium flow at 5 atm (0.507 MPa) pressure.
Test temperatures can be controlled between 3.5 and 4.5 K through a cold vacuum pump. The system
description and capacity performance have been given previously.12

Due to the unique operating requirements, comprehensive instrumentation, including a venturi for
measuring flow in the cooling loop, has been installed on the system. A venturi flow meter was selected
because it is reliable, accurate, has low head loss, is readily available, is easy to install and is low in cost.
Cryogenic application of a venturi is not new. It has been used as a low temperature fluid meter for
decades* and recently has been used to measure Helium II flow at 1.6 K.5' Since the measured flow rate
depends on the fluid density and there is substantial variation in fluid density for cryogenic applications,
the density must be updated concurrently with the measurement of differential pressure at the venturi.
In the present setup, the density is calculated from a helium property program7 based on measured
pressures and temperatures.

An overview of the cryogenic system is described. Comparisons of flow measurements with calorimeter
measurements are given. Agreements between flow measurements and the theoretical capacity curve of
'Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expreued herein do not necessarily state or reflect IhoK of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.



a centrifugal pump are shown. Heat load measurements based on the venturi flow measurements have
been found to agree wi'h heat load measurements from the cooling water. Comparison of cooling provided
for a superconducting magnet after quench to the magnetic stored energy are given. Experiences on a
.similar venturi are discussed.

CKY<M;KNIC SYSTEM

The cryogenic system for the part of the MAGCOOL facility under consideration is called the Subcooler
Assembly. It consists of a circulating compressor, a cold vacuum pump, a wet expander, and precooler and
subcooler liquid helium heat exchangers. The flow schematic for the subcooler assembly is given in Fig.
I. An important feature of the Subcooler Assembly is the use of a circulating compressor for closed loop
circulation of single phase helium which obtains cooling from the subcooler helium pot and delivers it to
the magnet load. The flow rate, pressures and temperatures in the loop can be operated independently of
the helium refrigerator. The loop pressure is always maintained above the critical pressure. Whether the
system is in steady state or during transient operating conditions, helium in the loop is always maintained
in single phase so meaningful How measurements can be obtained.

Tin- Sulvooler Assembly is well instrumented for the purposes ol computer control and system evaluation.
In addition to a veniuri flow meter, there are fifteen sets of dual diode temperature sensors, live pressure
transducers, and two liquid level gages. Real time pressure in atm, flow rate in g/s, speed in rpm are
directly available from the computer console using instrumentation described in the following. In Fig. 1,
the temperatures are shown without units and are in Kelvin.
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Figure I Flow schematic for the MAGC.'OOl.-Subcooler Assembly

The llow meter used in the present study is a 3/4 inch BARCO bronze venturi with beta ratio of 0.55. The
throat diameter has been measured to be 1.18 cm. The How rate for helium is obtained by converting the
water capacity curve provided by the manufacturer into the appropriate units and is given in equation 1.
In equation I, lit is the flow rate in g/s, A P is the differential pressure in inches of water and p is the
density in g/cc. The discharge coefficient and the effect of Reynolds number are assumed to be the same
as water.

/»(i/A) = / ' x p



A Rosemount Model 1151DP Alphaline transmitter was used for measuring the differential pressure of the
venturi. The transmitter has a range of 100 inches water full scale with J. 0.2% accuracy. Genisco Modei
SP500 pressure transducers are used for pressure measurement in the Subcooler. Transducers with a full
range of 300 and 50 psia are used for process points with operating pressures of 5 atm and 1.2 atm
separately. 30 psia transducers have been installed for operating pressure below 1.2 atm. The accuracy of
these pressure transducers are "_ 0.5% full scale. Diode temperature sensors installed on the system are
developed and calibrated at Brookhaven National Laboratory.3 These sensors are capable of reading
temperature from ambient to below 4 K with an accuracy of *_ 0.02 K at operating temperature.

COMPARISONS WITH CALORIMETER

The design flow rate is 100 g/s, or 43 liter/min., at 5 atm and 4.3 K. This is a very large flow rate for a
helium cooling system and it is impractical to calibrate the venturi at this condition. As a matter of fact,
the only feasible way to provide single phase helium at this rate is through use of a cold compressor in a
closed loop configuration.

During the capacity evaluation of the Subcooler Assembly, an electric heater calorimeter was installed in
a jumper transfer line as the load in the circulating loop. From the heat input, the capacity of the subcooler
could be determined as a tunction of operating temperature. The circulating tlow rate could also be
calculated from the heat input and the enthalpy difference across the electric heater. This offered a good
opportunity for independent flow measurement which could be compared with the venturi.

The calorimeter has limitations too. Unless the heat input is large, substantial errors in temperature
measurements will occur because of the small temperature differences. The accuracy of the diodes are
typically on the order of 0.02 K. For the present study, the heat input of between 50 to 300 watts
corresponds to a temperature increase of 0.18 to 0.86 K.

A comparison between the flow rate measured from the venturi to that obtained from the calorimeter is
given in Table 1. In Table 1, the background off-set has been subtracted. As can be seen, the average
discrepancy between the venturi and the calorimeter are less than \0%, and the venturi consistently offers
more stable readings than the calorimeter.

Table I

Comparison of flow rate

Hc;tt Inoul
Wall

49.4
101.3
101.1
201.y
202.0
.W.O
303.9

Verluri
g/s

117.8
117.4
116.5
114.8
114.5
112.S
112.2

Calorimeter
g/s

116.6
116.0
125.8
12.1.4
118.1
123.6
120.4

Vcmtiri/
Calorimeter

1.01
1.01
0.93
0.93
0.97
0.91
0.93



PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

The following results concern the application of using venturi for evaluating the performance of the
cryogenic system. The results rely both on the measurements of flow, pressure and temperatures, and on
the calculation of helium properties. Although it is difficult to separate the errors derived from each
quantity, the validity of flow measurements can be seen in all cases.

1). PERFORMANCE OF THE CIRCULATING COMPRESSOR

The cold circulating compressor performance as a centrifugal pump and follows the conventional rules of
a centrifugal pump. At constant loop resistance, the flow rate increases with the pump speed and the
pressure head rise is proportion to the square of the flow. At constant speed, the flow rate decreases with
increasing loop resistance. The head versus flow curves for the circulating compressor are given in Fig. 2.
in Fig. 2. two loop resistances have been investigated between 14,000 and 22,000 rpm. At 21,000 rpm, seven
loop resistances have been examined for peak aerodynamic efficiency of the pump. The design head and
volume flow for the pump are 1.70 atm-cc/g (17.5 m) and 740 cc/s. The measured volume flow rate is 720
cc/s ;II I.C>3 atm-cc/g.
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Figure 2 Performance of the Circulating Compressor

2). THERMAL ACOUSTIC HEAT LOAD

The heat load of a superconducting device is equr.l to the mass flow rate of the cooling helium multiplied
by the enthalpy difference between the supply and the return flow to the device, however it is difficult to
evaluate the enthalpy flux for a small heat load and verify the measurements. In an unusual situation, a
large heat load in the circulating compressor can be induced for verification of the venturi flow
measurements.

The heat load is induced from the thermal acoustic oscillation inside the compressor unit and the oscillation
can be damped out by increasing the warm end volume of the unit. As sh'own in Fig. 3, , the heat input
into the warm end of the compressor is measured from the cooling water system for the motor. The heat
input into the cold end can be determined from the enthalpy flux of helium flow across the impeller. The



contribution from the compressor work must be subtracted from the helium enthalpy flux. The heat load
for the cooling water and the helium flow have been measured for the compressor with and without thermal
acoustic oscillation.8 The average heat leak difference evaluated from the helium flow with and without
thermal acoustic oscillation is about 190 watts. The corresponding heat load from cooling water
measurements has been found to be 170 watts.
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Figure 3 Cold Circulating Compressor Mounted on the Cold Box

3). COOLING OF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET AFTER QUENCHING

As part of the magnet test program, the superconducting magnets are quenched routinely in the
MAGCOOL system. The quench phenomenon refers to the fast process for a superconducting magnet to
become normally conducting. The magnet stored energy (1/2 L I2, where L is the inductance and I is the
current) is released into the magnet helium stream in a fraction of a second. Through a complex
thermodynamic process, the loop pressure and temperatures increase suddenly. The Subcooler Assembly,
designed for testing the magnet, is capable of handling this transient heat input and cools down the magnet
tor subsequent tests.

Typical flow rate, pressure and temperature values after a quench of a SSC (Superconducting Super
Collider) magnet are given in Fig. 4 to 6. From the data for flow, pressure and temperature, enthalpy flux
can be calculated and the apparent cooling rate defined. The net cooling integral, defined as the integration
of apparent cooling rate minus the background heat load prior to quench, represents the cooling provided
to the magnet. Total cooling provided to the magnet should also be equal to the magnet stored energy
since the system is returned to the original condition.
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Figure 4 Mass Flow Rate after Magnet Quench
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Figure 5 Loop Pressure after Magnet Quench
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Figure (> Supply and Return Temperatures after Magnet Quench



Total cooling provided and the stored energy released during a quench of a SSC magnet at 2000,3000 and
4000 ampere are given in Table 2. As can be seen, there is excellent agreement between the cooling
calculated from the flow measurements and the magnetic stored energy.

Table II

Total Coaling and Magnet Stored Energy

Current
Ampere

Stored Energy
kilo-joule

Total Cooling Provided
kilo-joule

Total Cooling/
Stored Energy

2000
2000
3000
4000

163
163
367
6S2

143
150
389
656

0.88
0.98
1.06
1.01

OTHER VENTUKI INSTALLED

In addition to the circulating loop described above, there is a second circulating loop in MAGCOOL. The
second loop also has a venturi, a circulating compressor and a calorimeter. A comparison of flow rate
between the venturi and the calorimeter as a function of the heat input are given in Fig. 7. As expected,
the accuracy of the calorimeter improves with heat input. At the highest heat input of 400 watts in Fig.
7, the temperature rise across the calorimeter is 0.75 K. On the average, the calorimeter gives a flow rate
10 % hiuher than the venturi.
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Figuro 7 Comparison of Flow Rate between Venturi and Calorimeter



CONCLUSION

Flow measurements are crucial for operation, control and performance evaluation of cryogenic equipment.
By using a computer program to calculate the density from the measured pressure and temperature and
to update the density concurrently with the differential pressure in flow measurements, all advantages of
a commercial venturi can be realized for cryogenic applications. The flow measurement for a venturi at
liquid helium temperature is found to agree well with results obtained from a calorimeter. Overall accuracy
of the venturi is believed to be better than 3% of full scale. The results derived from the flow
measurements are in good agreement with the expectation of the cryogenic system. A suitable calibration
procedure of the venturi, however, is yet to be achieved.
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